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Kernel principal component analysis (KPCA) is investigated for feature extraction from hyperspectral remote sensing data.
Features extracted using KPCA are classified using linear support vector machines. In one experiment, it is shown that kernel
principal component features are more linearly separable than features extracted with conventional principal component
analysis. In a second experiment, kernel principal components are used to construct the extended morphological profile (EMP).
Classification results, in terms of accuracy, are improved in comparison to original approach which used conventional principal
component analysis for constructing the EMP. Experimental results presented in this paper confirm the usefulness of the KPCA
for the analysis of hyperspectral data. For the one data set, the overall classification accuracy increases from 79% to 96% with the
proposed approach.
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1. Introduction
Classification of hyperspectral data from urban areas using
kernel methods is investigated in this article. Thanks to
recent advances in hyperspectral sensors, it is now possible
to collect more than one hundred bands at a high-spatial res-
olution [1]. Consequently, in the spectral domain, pixels are
vectors where each component contains specific wavelength
information provided by a particular channel [2]. The size of
the vector is related to the number of bands the sensor can
collect. With hyperspectral data, vectors belong to a high-
dimensional vector space, for example, the 100-dimensional
vector space R100.
With increasing resolution of the data, in the spec-
tral or spatial domain, theoretical and practical problems
appear. For example, in a high-dimensional space, normally
distributed data have a tendency to concentrate in the
tails, which seems contradictory with a bell-shaped density
function [3, 4]. For the purpose of classification, these
problems are related to the curse of dimensionality. In
particular, Hughes showed that with a limited training set,
classification accuracy decreases as the number of features
increases beyond a certain limit [5]. This is paradoxical, since
with a higher spectral resolution one can discriminate more
classes and have a finer description of each class—but the
data complexity leads to poorer classification.
To mitigate this phenomenon, feature selection/extraction
is usually performed as preprocessing to hyperspectral data
analysis [6]. Such processing can also be performed for
multispectral images in order to enhance class separability
or to remove a certain amount of noise.
Transformations based on statistical analysis have already
proved to be useful for classification, detection, identifica-
tion, or visualization of remote sensing data [2, 7–10]. Two
main approaches can be defined.
(1) Unsupervised Feature Extraction. The algorithm works
directly on the data without any ground truth. Its goal is to
find another space of lower dimension for representing the
data.
(2) Supervised Feature Extraction. Training set data are
available, and the transformation is performed according to
the properties of the training set. Its goal is to improve class
separability by projecting the data onto a lower-dimensional
space.
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Supervised transformation is in general well suited to
preprocessing for the task of classification, since the transfor-
mation improves class separation. However, its eﬀectiveness
correlates with how well the training set represents the
data set as a whole. Moreover, this transformation can be
extremely time consuming. Examples of supervised features
extraction algorithms are
(i) sequential forward/backward selection methods and
the improved versions of them. These methods select
some bands from the original data set [11–13];
(ii) band selection using information theory. A collection
of bands are selected according to their mutual
information [14];
(iii) discriminant analysis, decision boundary, and non-
weighted feature extraction (DAFE, DBFE, and
NWFE) [6]. These methods are linear and use
second-order information for feature extraction.
They are “state-of-the-art” methods within the
remote sensing community.
The unsupervised case does not focus on class discrimi-
nation, but looks for another representation of the data in a
lower-dimensional space, satisfying some given criterion. For
principal component analysis (PCA), the data are projected
into a subspace that minimizes the reconstruction error in
the mean squared sense. Note that both the unsupervised and
supervised cases can also be divided into linear and nonlinear
algorithms [15].
PCA plays an important role in the processing of remote
sensing images. Even though its theoretical limitations for
hyperspectral data analysis have been pointed out [6, 16],
in a practical situation, the results obtained using PCA are
still competitive for the purpose of classification [17, 18]. The
advantages of PCA are its low complexity and the absence of
parameters. However, PCA only considers the second-order
statistic, which can limit the eﬀectiveness of the method.
A nonlinear version of the PCA has been shown to be
capable of capturing a part of higher-order statistics, thus
better representing the information from the original data set
[19, 20]. The first objective of this article is the application
of the nonlinear PCA to high-dimensional spaces, such
as hyperspectral images, and to assess influence of using
nonlinear PCA on classification accuracy. In particular,
kernel PCA (KPCA) [20] has attracted our attention. Its
relation to a powerful classifier, support vector machines, and
its low-computational complexity make it suitable for the
analysis of remote sensing data.
Despite the favorable performance of KPCA in many
application, no investigation has been carried out in the
field of remote sensing. In this paper, the first contribu-
tion concerns the comparison of extracting features using
conventional PCA and using KPCA for the classification
of hyperspectral remote sensing data. In our very first
investigation in [21], we found that the use of kernel
principal components as input to a neural network classifier
leads to an improvement in classification accuracy. However,
a neural network is a nonlinear classifier, and the conclusions
were diﬃcult to generalize to other classifiers. In the present
study, we make use of a linear classifier (support vector
machine) to draw more general conclusions.
The second objective of the paper concerns an important
issue in the classification of remote sensing data: the use
of spatial information. High-resolution hyperspectral data
from urban areas provide both detailed spatial and spectral
information. Any complete analysis of such data needs to
include both types of information. However, conventional
methods use the spectral information only. An approach has
been proposed for panchromatic data (one spectral band)
using mathematical morphology [22, 23]. The idea was to
construct a feature vector, the morphological profile, that
includes spatial information. Despite good results in terms
of classification accuracy, an extension to hyperspectral data
was not straightforward. In fact, due to the multivalued
nature of pixels, standard image-processing tools which
require a total ordering relation, such as mathematical
morphology [24], cannot be applied. Plaza et al. have
proposed an extension to the morphological transformation
in order to integrate spectral and spatial information from
the hyperspectral data [25]. In [26], Benediktsson et al.
have proposed a simpler approach, that is, to use the PCA
to extract representative images from the data and apply
morphological processing on each first principal component
independently. A stacked vector, the extended morphological
profile, is constructed from all the morphological profiles.
Good classification accuracies were achieved, but it was
found that too much spectral information were lost during
by the PCA transformation [27, 28].
Motivated by the favorable results obtained using the
KPCA in comparison with conventional PCA, the second
contribution of this paper is the analysis of the pertinence
of the features extracted with the KPCA in the construction
of the extended morphological profile.
The article is organized as follows. The EMP is presented
in Section 2. The KPCA is detailed in Section 3. The support
vector machines for the purpose of classification are briefly
reviewed in Section 4. Experiments are presented on real data
sets in Section 5. Finally, conclusion are drawn in Section 6.
2. The Extended Morphological Profile
In this section, we briefly introduce the concept of the
morphological profile for the classification of remote sensing
images.
Mathematical morphology provides high level operators
to analyze spatial interpixel dependency [29]. One widely
used approach is the morphological profile (MP) [30] which
is a strategy to extract spatial information from high spatial
resolution images [22]. It has been successfully used for
the classification of IKONOS data from urban areas using
a neural network [23]. Based on the granulometry principle
[24], the MP consists of the successive application of geodesic
closing/opening transformations of increasing size. An MP is
composed of the opening profile (OP) and the closing profile
(CP). The OP at pixel x of the image f is defined as a p-
dimensional vector:
OPi(x) = γ(i)R (x), ∀i ∈ [0, p], (1)
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Closings Original Openings
Figure 1: Simple morphological profile with 2 openings and 2
closings. In the profile shown, circular structuring elements are used
with radius increment 4 (r = 4, 8 pixels). The image processed is
part of Figure 4(a).
Profile from PC1 Profile from PC2
Combined profile
Figure 2: Extended morphological profile of two images. Each
of the original profiles has 2 openings and 2 closings. A circular
structuring element with radius increment 4 was used (r = 4, 8).
The image processed is part of Figure 4(a).
where γ(i)R is the opening by reconstruction with a structuring
element (SE) of size i, and p is the total number of openings.
Also, the CP at pixel x of image f is defined as a p-
dimensional vector:
CPi(x) = φ(i)R (x), ∀i ∈ [0, p], (2)
where φ(i)R is the closing by reconstruction with an SE of size
i. Clearly, we have CP0(x) = OP0(x) = f (x). By collating the
OP and the CP, the MP of image f is defined as a 2p + 1-
dimensional vector:
MP(x) = {CPp(x), . . . , f (x), . . . , OPp(x)
}
. (3)
An example of MP is shown in Figure 1. Thus, from a
single image a multivalued image results. The dimension of
this image corresponds to the number of transformations.
For application to hyperspectral data, characteristic images
need to be extracted. In [26], it was suggested to use several
principal components (PCs) of the hyperspectral data for
such a purpose. Hence, the MP is applied on the first
PCs, corresponding to a certain amount of the cumulative
variance, and a stacked vector is built using the MP on each
PC. This yields the extended morphological profile (EMP).
Following the previous notation, the EMP is a q(2p + 1)-
dimensional vector:
EMP(x) = {MPPC1 (x), . . . , MPPCq(x)
}
, (4)
where q is the number of retaining PCs. An example of an
EMP is shown in Figure 2.
As stated in the introduction, PCA does not fully handle
the spectral information. Previous works using alternative
feature reduction algorithms, such as independent compo-
nent analysis (ICA), have led to equivalent results in terms
of classification accuracy [31]. In this article, we propose
the use of the KPCA rather than PCA for the construction
of the EMP, that is, the first kernel PCs (KPCs) are used to
build the EMP. The assumption is that much more spectral
information will be captured by the KPCA than with the
PCA. The next section presents the KPCA and how the KPCA
is applied to hyperspectral remote sensing images.
3. Kernel Principal Component Analysis
3.1. Kernel PCA Problem. In this section, a brief description
is given of kernel principal component analysis for feature
reduction on remote sensing data. The theoretical founda-
tion may be found in [20, 32, 33].
The starting point is a set of pixel vectors xi ∈ Rn, i ∈
[1, . . . , ]. Conventional PCA solves the eigenvalue problem:
λv = Σxv, subject to ‖v‖2 = 1, (5)
where Σx = E[xcxTc ] ≈ (1/( − 1))
∑
i=1(xi −mx)(xi −mx)T ,
and xc is the centered vector x. A projection onto the first m
principal components is performed as xpc = [v1| · · · |vm]Tx.
To capture higher-order statistics, the data can be
mapped onto another space H (from now on, Rn is called
the input space and H the feature space):
Φ : Rn −→H
x −→ Φ(x), (6)
where Φ is a function that may be nonlinear, and the only
restriction on H is that it must have the structure of a
reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS), not necessarily of
finite dimension. PCA in H can be performed as in the input
space, but thanks to the kernel trick [34], it can be performed
directly in the input space. The kernel PCA (KPCA) solves
the following eigenvalue problem:
λα = Kα, subject to ‖α‖2 = 1
λ
, (7)




































The function k is the core of the KPCA. It is a positive
semidefinite function on Rn that introduces nonlinearity
into the processing. This is usually called a kernel. Classic
kernels are the polynomial kernel, q ∈ R+ and p ∈ N+,
k(x, y) = (〈x, y〉R + q
)p
, (9)
and the Gaussian kernel, σ ∈ R+,
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Figure 3: PCA versus KPCA. (a) Three Gaussian clusters, and their projection onto the first two kernel principal components with (b)
a Gaussian kernel and (c) a polynomial kernel. (d), (e), and (f) represent, respectively, the contour plot of the projection onto the first
component for the PCA, the KPCA with Gaussian kernel, and the KPCA with a polynomial kernel. Note how with the Gaussian kernel the
first component “picks out” the individual clusters [20]. The intensity of the contour plot is proportional to the value of the projection, that
is, light gray indicates that Φ1kpc(x) has a high value.
As with conventional PCA, once (7) has been solved,









Note it is assumed that K is centered, otherwise it can be
centered as [35]
Kc = K− 1K−K1 + 1K1 (12)
where 1 is a square matrix such as (1)i j = 1/.
3.2. PCA versus KPCA. Let us start by recalling that the
PCA relies on a simple generative model. The n observed
variables result from a linear transformation of m Gaussianly
distributed latent variables, and thus it is possible to recover
the latent variable from the observed one by solving (5).
To better understand the link and the diﬀerence between
PCA and KPCA, one must note that the eigenvectors of
Σx can be obtained from those of XXT , where X =
[x1, x2, . . . , x]
T [36]. Consider the eigenvalue problem:
γu = XXTu, subject to ‖u‖2 = 1. (13)
The left part is multiplied by XT giving
γXTu = XTXXTu,
γXTu = ( − 1)ΣxXTu,
γ′XTu = ΣxXTu,
(14)
which is the eigenvalue problem (5): v = XTu. But ‖v‖2 =
uTXXTu = γuTu = γ /= 1. Therefore, the eigenvectors of Σx
can be computed from eigenvectors of XXT as v = γ−0.5XTu.
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which is the kernel matrix with a linear kernel: k(xi, x j) =
〈xi, x j〉Rn . Using the kernel trick k(xi, x j) = 〈Φ(xi),Φ(x j)〉H ,



















































































From (15) and (16), the advantage of using KPCA comes
from an appropriate projection Φ of Rn onto H . In this
space, the data should better match the PCA model. It is clear
that the KPCA shares the same properties as the PCA, but in
diﬀerent space.
To illustrate how the KPCA works, a short example is
given here. Figure 3(a) represents three Gaussian clusters.
The conventional PCA would result in a rotation of the
space, that is, the three clusters would not be identified.
Figures 3(b) and 3(c) represent the projection onto the first
two kernel principal components (KPCs). Using a Gaussian
kernel, the structure of the data is better captured than with
PCA: a cluster can be clearly identified on the first KPC
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Figure 4: ROSIS data. (a) University Area, (b) Pavia Center. HYDICE data: (c) Washington DC.
(see Figure 3(e)). However, the obtained results are diﬀerent
with a polynomial kernel. In that case, the clusters are not as
well identified as with the Gaussian kernel. Finally, from the
contour plots, Figures 3(e) and 3(f), the nonlinear projection
of the KPCA can be seen while linear projection with the PCA
can be seen in Figure 3(d). The contour plots are straight
lines with PCA while curved lines with KPCA.
This synthetic experiment reveals the importance of
the choice of kernels. In the next section, the selection of
a kernel adapted to hyperspectral remote sensing data is
discussed.
3.3. KPCA Applied to Remote Sensing Data. To compute the
KPCA, it is first necessary to choose the kernel function
to build the kernel matrix. This is a diﬃcult task which is
still under consideration in the “kernel method” community
[37]. However, when considering the two classical kernels
in (9) and (10), one can choose between them using some
prior information. If it is known that higher-order statistics
are relevant to discriminate samples, a polynomial kernel
should be used. But under the Gaussian cluster assumption,
the Gaussian kernel should be used. Hyperspectral remote
sensing data are known to be well approximated by a
Gaussian distribution [7], and thus in this work a Gaussian
kernel is used.
With the Gaussian kernel, one hyperparameter needs
to be tuned, that is, σ . The σ controls the width of
the exponential function. A too small value of σ causes
k(xi, x j) = 0, i /= j, that is, each sample is considered as an
individual cluster. While a too high value causes k(xi, x j) = 1,
that is, all samples are considered neighbors. Thus, only one
cluster can be identified. Several strategies can be used, from
cross-validation to density estimation [38]. The choice of
σ should reflect the range of the variables, to be able to
detect samples that belong to the same cluster from those
that belong to others clusters. A simple, yet eﬀective, strategy
was employed in this experiment. It consists of stretching
the variables between 0 and 1, and fixing σ to a value that
provides good results according to some criterion. For a
remote sensing application, the number of extracted KPCs
should be of same order than the number of species/classes
in the image. From our experiments, σ was fixed at 4 for all
data sets.
Section 5 presents experimental results using the KPCA
on real hyperspectral images. As stated in the introduction,
the aim of using the KPCA is to extract relevant features
for the construction of the EMP. The classification of such
features with the support vector machines is described in the
next section.
4. Support Vector Machines
The support vector machines (SVMs) are surely one of
the most used kernel learning algorithms. They perform
robust nonlinear classification of samples using the kernel
trick. The idea is to find a separating hyperplane in some
feature space induced by the kernel function while all the
computations are done in the original space [39]. A good
introduction to SVM for pattern recognition may be found
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in [40]. Given a training set S = {(x1, y1), . . . , (x , y)} ∈














subject to 0 ≤ αi ≤ C and
∑
i=1
αi yi = 0,
(17)
where α are the Lagrange coeﬃcients, C a constant that
is used to penalize the training errors, and k the kernel
function. Same than KPCA, classic eﬀective kernels are (9)
and (10). A short comparison of kernels for remotely sensed
image classification may be found in [41]. Advanced kernel
functions can be constructed using some prior [42].
When the optimal solution of (17) is found, that is, αi,
the classification of a sample x is achieved by observing to











SVMs are designed to solve binary problems where the
class labels can only take two values: ±1. For a remote-
sensing application, several species/classes are usually of
interest. Various approaches have been proposed to address
this problem. They usually combine a set of binary classifiers.
Two main approaches were originally proposed for C-class
problems [35].
(i) One-versus-the-Rest. C binary classifiers are applied on
each class against all the others. Each sample is assigned to
the class with the maximum output.
(ii) Pairwise Classification. C(C − 1)/2 binary classifiers are
applied on each pair of classes. Each sample is assigned to
the class getting the highest number of votes. A vote for a
given class is defined as a classifier assigning the pattern to
that class.
Pairwise classification has proved more suitable for large
problems [43]. Even though the number of classifiers used is
larger than for the one-versus-the-rest approach, the whole
classification problem is decomposed into much simpler
ones. Therefore, the pairwise approach was used in our
experiments. More advanced approaches applied to remote
sensing data can be found in [44].
SVMs are primarily a nonparametric method, yet some
hyperparameters do need to be tuned before optimization.
In the Gaussian kernel case, there are two hyperparameters:
C the penalty term and σ the width of the exponential. This is
usually done by a cross-validation step, where several values
are tested. In our experiments, C is fixed to 200 and σ2 ∈
{0.5, 1, 2, 4} is selected using 5-fold cross validation. The
SVM optimization problem was solved using the LIBSVM
[45]. The range of each feature was stretched between 0 and
1.
5. Experiments
Three real data sets were used in the experiments. They are
detailed in the following. The original hyperspectral data are
termed “Raw” in the rest of the paper.
5.1. Data Set. Airborne data from the reflective optics system
imaging spectrometer (ROSIS-03) optical sensor are used for
the first two experiments. The flight over the city of Pavia,
Italy was operated by the Deutschen Zentrum fu¨r Luft- und
Raumfahrt (DLR, the German Aerospace Agency) within
the context of the HySens project, managed and sponsored
by the European Union. According to specifications, the
ROSIS-03 sensor provides 115 bands with a spectral coverage
ranging from 0.43 to 0.86 μm. The spatial resolution is 1.3 m
per pixel. The two data sets are:
(1) university Area: the first test set is around the
Engineering School at the University of Pavia. It
is 610 × 340 pixels. Twelve channels have been
removed due to noise. The remaining 103 spectral
channels are processed. Nine classes of interest are
considered: tree, asphalt, bitumen, gravel, metal
sheet, shadow, bricks, meadow, and soil;
(2) Pavia center: the second test set is the center of Pavia.
The Pavia center image was originally 1096 × 1096
pixels. A 381 pixel wide black band in the left-
hand part of image was removed, resulting in a “two
part” image of 1096 × 715 pixels. Thirteen channels
have been removed due to noise. The remaining
102 spectral channels are processed. Nine classes of
interest are considered: water, tree, meadow, brick,
soil, asphalt, bitumen, tile, and shadow.
Airborne data from the hyperspectral digital imagery col-
lection experiment (HYDICE) sensor was used for the
third experiments. The HYDICE was used to collect data
from flightline over the Washington DC Mall. Hyper-
spectral HYDICE data originally contained 210 bands in
the 0.4–2.4 μm region. Channels from near-infrared and
infrared wavelengths are known to contained more noise
than channel from visible wavelengths. Noisy channels due
to water absorption have been removed, and the set consists
of 191 spectral channels. The data were collected in August
1995, and each channel has 1280 lines with 307 pixels each.
Seven information classes were defined, namely, roof, road,
grass, tree, trail, water, and shadow. Figure 4 shows false color
images for all the data sets.
Available training and test sets for each data set are given
in Tables 1, 2, and 3. These are selected pixels from the data
by an expert, corresponding to a predefined species/classes.
Pixels from the training set are excluded from the test set in
each case and vice versa.
The classification accuracy was assessed with
(i) an overall accuracy (OA) which is the number of
well-classified samples divided by the number of test
samples,
(ii) an average accuracy (AA) which represents the
average of class classification accuracy,
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Table 1: Information classes and training/test samples for the
University Area data set.
Class Samples
No Name Train Test
1 Asphalt 548 6641
2 Meadow 540 18649
3 Gravel 392 2099
4 Tree 524 3064
5 Metal Sheet 265 1345
6 Bare Soil 532 5029
7 Bitumen 375 1330
8 Brick 514 3682
9 Shadow 231 947
Total 3921 42776
Table 2: Information classes and training/test samples for the Pavia
Center data set.
Class Samples
No Name Train Test
1 Water 824 65971
2 Tree 820 7598
3 Meadow 824 3090
4 Brick 808 2685
5 Bare soil 820 6584
6 Asphalt 816 9248
7 Bitumen 808 7287
8 Tile 1260 42826
9 Shadow 476 2863
Total 7456 148152
Table 3: Information classes and training/test samples for the
Washington DC Mall data set.
Class Samples
No. Name Train Test
1 Roof 40 3794
2 Road 40 376
3 Trail 40 135
4 Grass 40 1888
5 Tree 40 365
6 Water 40 1184
7 Shadow 40 57
Total 280 6929
(iii) a kappa coeﬃcient of agreement (κ) which is the
percentage of agreement corrected by the amount of
agreement that could be expected due to chance alone
[7],
(iv) a class accuracy which is the percentage of correctly
classified samples for a given class.
These criteria were used to compare classification results
and were computed using a confusion matrix. Furthermore,
the statistical significance of diﬀerences was computed using
McNemar’s test, which is based upon the standardized
normal test statistic [46]:
Z = f12 − f21√
f12 + f21
, (19)
where f12 indicates the number of samples classified correctly
by classifier 1 and incorrectly by classifier 2. The diﬀerence in
accuracy between classifiers 1 and 2 is said to be statistically
significant if |Z| > 1.96. The sign of Z indicates whether
classifier 1 is more accurate than classifier 2 (Z > 0) or vice
versa (Z < 0). This test assumes that the training and the test
samples are related and is thus adapted to the analysis since
the training and test sets were the same for each experiment
for a given data set.
5.2. Spectral Feature Extraction. Solving the eigenvalues
problem (5) for each data set yields the results reported
in Table 4. Looking at the cumulative eigenvalues, in each
ROSIS case, three principal components (PCs) reach 95% of
total variance. After the PCA transformation, the dimension-
ality of the new representation of the University Area data
set and the Pavia Center is 3, if the threshold is set to 95%
of the cumulative variance. The results for the third data
set are somewhat diﬀerent. Acquired from a higher range
of wavelengths, more noise is contained in the data and
more bands were removed by comparison to the ROSIS data.
That explains why more PCs are needed, that is, 40 PCs, to
reach 95% of the cumulative variance. But from the table,
it can be clearly seen that the first two PCs contain most
of the information. This means that by using second-order
information, the hyperspectral data can be reduced to a two-
or three-dimensional space. But, as experiments will show,
hyperspectral richness is not fully handled using only the
mean and variance/covariance of the data.
Table 5 shows the variance and the cumulative variance
for the three data sets when KPCA is applied. The kernel
matrix in each case was constructed using 5000 randomly
selected samples. From the table, it can be seen that more
kernel principal components (KPCs) are needed to achieve
the same amount of variance as for the conventional PCA.
For the University data set, the first 12 KPCs are needed
to achieve 95% of the cumulative variance, 11 for the
Washington DC data set and only 10 for the Pavia Center
data set. That may be an indication that more information
is extracted and the KPCA is more robust to the noise,
since a reasonable number of features are extracted from the
Washington DC data set.
To test this assumption, the mutual information (MI)
between each (K)PC has been computed. The classical
correlation coeﬃcient was not used since the PCA is optimal
for that criterion. For comparison, the normalized MI was




I(y, y)). The MI
is used to test independence between two variables, and
intuitively the MI measures the information that the two
variables share. An MI close to 0 indicates independence,
while a high MI indicates dependence and consequently
similar information. Figure 5 presents the MI matrices,
which represents the MI for each pair of extracted features
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Table 4: PCA: Eigenvalues and cumulative variance in percentages for the three hyperspectral data sets.
Pavia center University area Washington DC
Component % Cum. % % Cum. % % Cum. %
1 72.85 72.85 64.85 64.85 53.38 53.38
2 21.03 93.88 28.41 93.26 18.65 72.03
3 04.23 98.11 05.14 98.40 03.83 75.87
4 00.89 99.00 00.51 98.91 02.00 77.87
5 00.30 99.30 00.25 99.20 00.66 78.00
Table 5: KPCA: Eigenvalues and cumulative variance in percent for the two hyperspectral data sets (KPCA).
Pavia center University area Washington DC
Component % Cum. % % Cum. % % Cum. %
1 43.94 43.94 31.72 31.72 40.99 40.99
2 21.00 64.94 26.04 57.76 20.18 61.17
3 15.47 80.41 19.36 75.12 13.77 74.95
4 05.23 85.64 06.76 81.88 05.99 80.94
5 03.88 89.52 04.31 86.19 05.22 86.16
with both PCA and KPCA, for the Washington DC data set.
From Figure 5(a), PCs number 4 to 40 contain more or less
the same information since they correspond to a high MI.
Although uncorrelated, these features are still dependent.
This phenomenon is due to the noise contained in the data
which is not Gaussian [6] and is distributed over several PCs.
From Figure 5(a), KPCA is less sensitive to the noise, that is,
in the feature space the data match better the PCA model and
the noise tends to be Gaussian. Note that with KPCA, only
the first 11 KPCs are retained against 40 with conventional
PCA.
To visually assess what is contained in each diﬀerent
(K)PC, Figure 6 represents the first, second, and thirtieth PC
for both the PCA and the KPCA. It can be seen that
(1) the extracted PCs are diﬀerent (all the images have
been linearly stretched between 0 and 255 for the
purpose of visualization),
(2) the thirtieth PC contains only noise, while the
thirtieth KPC still contains some information and
spatial structure can be detected with the EMP.
In conclusion of this section, the KPCA can extract
more information from the hyperspectral data than the
conventional PCA, and is robust to the noise that can
aﬀect remote sensing data. The next question is: Is this
information useful for the purpose of classification? In
the next section, experiments are conducted using features
extracted by the PCA and the KPCA, for the classification or
for the construction of the EMP.
5.3. Classification of Remote Sensing Data. Several experi-
ments were conducted to evaluate KPCs as a suitable feature
for (1) the classification of remote sensing images and (2)
the construction of the EMP. For the first item, linear
SVM are used to perform the classification. The aim is to































Figure 5: Mutual Information matrices for the Washington DC data
set.
or the KPCA. Therefore a linear classifier is used to limit
its influence on the results. For the EMP, as state in the
introduction, too much information are lost during the PCA,
and experiments should confirm that the KPCA extracts
more information. In the following, an analysis of the results
for each data sets is provided.
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Figure 6: (Kernel) Principal component for the Washington DC data set.
In each case, the EMP was constructed using (K)PCs
corresponding to 95% of the cumulative variance. A circular
SE with a step size increment of 2 was used. Four openings
and closings were computed for each (k)PC, resulting in an
EMP of dimension 9 × m (m being the number of retained
(K)PCs).
5.3.1. University Area. The results are reported in Table 6 and
the Z tests in Table 7. Regarding the global accuracies, the
linear classification of PCA and KPCA features is significantly
better than what is obtained by directly classifying the
spectral data. Although feature extraction helps for the
classification whatever the algorithm, the diﬀerence between
PCA- and KPCA-based results is not statistically significant,
that is, |Z| ≤ 1.96.
The nonlinear SVM yield to a significant improvement
in terms of accuracy when compared to linear SVM. The
KPCA features are the more accurately classified, with an OA
equal to 79.81%. The raw data are classified using the non-
linear SVM and a significant improvement of the accuracy
is achieved. However, the PCA features lose a lot of spectral
information as compared to the KPCA and the classification
of the PCA feature is less accurate that the one obtained using
the all spectral channel or KPCs.
EMP constructed with either PCs or KPCs outperformed
all others approaches in classification. The κ is increased by
15% with EMPPCA and by 20% with EMPKPCA. The statistical
diﬀerence of accuracy Z = −35.33 clearly demonstrates the
benefit of using the KPCA rather than the PCA.
Regarding the class accuracy, the highest improvements
were obtained for class 1 (Asphalt), class 2 (Meadow) and
class 3 (Gravel). For these classes, the original spectral infor-
mation was not suﬃcient and the morphological processing
provided additional useful information.
Thematic maps obtained with the non-linear SVM
applied to the Raw data, EMPPCA and EMPKPCA are reported
in Figure 7. For instance, it can be seen that building in
the top right corner (made of bitumen) is detected with
EMPKPCA while totally missed with EMPPCA. The region
corresponding to class 2, meadow, are more homogeneous
in the image Figure 7(c) than in the two others images.
5.3.2. Pavia Center. The results are reported in Table 8
and the Z tests in Table 9. The Pavia Center data set was
easier to classify since even the linear SVM provide very
high classification accuracy. Regarding the global accuracies,
feature extraction does not improve the accuracies, for
both linear and non-linear SVM. Yet, the KPCA performs
significantly better than the PCA in terms of accuracies;
even more, the KPCA + linear SVM outperform the PCA +
nonlinear SVM. Even high accuracy for linear SVM, the use
of nonlinear SVM is still justified since significantly higher
accuracies are obtained with Z = 2.07.
Again, the very best results are obtained with EMP
for both the PCA and the KPCA. However, the statistical
significance of diﬀerence is lower than with the University
Area data set although it is still significant: Z = −2.90.
For the class accuracy, most of the improvement is done
on class 4 (Brick) which is almost perfectly classified with the
EMPKPCA and the nonlinear SVM.
5.3.3. Washington DC. The results are reported in Table 10
and the Z tests in Table 11. The ground truth of the
Washington DC data sets is limited, resulting in a very small
training and test sets. As mentioned in Section 5.2, the data
contain non-Gaussian noise, and the number of PCs needed
to reach 95% of the cumulative variance is high.
From the global accuracies, all the diﬀerent approaches
perform similarly. It is confirmed with the Z test. Linear and
nonlinear SVM applied on the raw data sets provide the same
results, and it is the same for the KPCA features. Despite
high number of feature, PCA and linear SVM provide
poor results. But surprisingly, one of the best results are
obtained with PCA features and nonlinear SVM. It means
that nonlinear can properly deal with the noise contained in
the PCs.
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Table 6: Classification results for the University Area data set.
SVM & linear kernel SVM & Gaussian kernel
Feature Raw PCA KPCA Raw PCA KPCA EMPPCA EMPKPCA
Nb of features 103 3 12 103 3 12 27 108
OA 76.40 78.32 78.22 79.48 78.38 79.81 92.04 96.55
AA 85.04 81.77 87.58 88.14 85.16 87.60 93.21 96.23
κ 68.67 71.95 72.96 74.47 72.73 74.79 89.65 95.43
1 81.44 72.63 85.44 84.35 78.83 82.63 94.60 96.23
2 59.61 80.61 63.89 66.20 71.31 68.81 88.79 97.58
3 75.94 59.31 71.18 71.99 67.84 67.98 73.13 83.66
4 81.09 97.55 96.83 98.01 98.17 98.14 99.22 99.35
5 99.55 99.55 99.48 99.48 99.55 99.41 99.55 99.48
6 93.94 58.82 90.61 93.12 78.62 92.34 95.23 92.88
7 89.62 84.74 90.90 91.20 88.12 90.23 98.87 99.10
8 84.79 82.84 91.99 92.26 86.28 91.88 99.10 99.46
9 99.47 99.89 97.89 96.62 97.68 97.47 90.07 98.31
Table 7: Statistical Significance of Diﬀerences in Classification (Z) for the University Area data set. Each case of the table represents Zrc
where r is the row and c is the column.
Zrc
SVM & linear kernel SVM & Gaussian kernel
Raw PCA KPCA Raw PCA KPCA EMPPCA EMPKPCA
Linear
Raw −13.68 −18.91 −23.76 −13.88 −23.28 −73.77 −89.61
PCA 13.68 0.41 −4.81 −0.27 −6.41 −57.49 −83.49
KPCA 18.91 −0.41 −8.14 −0.69 −10.15 −64.42 −82.07
Gaussian
Raw 23.76 4.81 8.14 5.14 −2.49 −60.28 −78.69
PCA 13.88 0.27 0.69 −5.14 −7.19 −59.90 −82.43
KPCA 23.28 6.41 10.15 2.49 7.19 −59.45 −78.34
EMPPCA 73.77 57.49 64.42 60.28 59.90 59.45 −35.33
EMPKPCA 89.61 83.49 82.07 78.69 82.43 78.34 35.33
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 7: Thematic map obtained with the University Area. (a) Raw data, (b) EMPPCA, (c) EMPKPCA. The classification was done by SVM
with a Gaussian kernel. The color-map is as follows: asphalt, meadow, gravel, tree, metal sheet, bare soil, bitumen, brick, and shadow.
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Table 8: Classification results for the Pavia Center data set.
SVM & linear kernel SVM & Gaussian kernel
Feature Raw PCA KPCA Raw PCA KPCA EMPPCA EMPKPCA
Nb of features 102 3 10 102 3 10 27 90
OA 97.60 96.54 97.39 97.67 96.99 97.32 98.81 98.87
AA 95.42 92.34 94.38 95.60 93.56 94.40 98.14 98.25
κ 96.62 95.14 96.32 96.71 95.76 96.23 98.32 98.41
1 98.41 98.82 98.57 98.35 98.80 98.49 99.07 98.91
2 93.43 85.56 90.94 91.23 87.33 89.06 92.67 92.01
3 96.57 94.82 95.15 96.76 94.98 95.40 96.38 96.31
4 88.27 81.15 83.87 88.45 82.94 82.50 99.70 99.59
5 94.41 88.97 94.99 93.97 95.23 94.55 99.39 99.77
6 95.17 94.82 95.36 96.32 94.72 96.06 98.48 99.24
7 93.18 88.14 91.12 96.01 89.24 94.50 97.98 98.58
8 99.38 98.30 99.43 99.40 98.83 99.07 99.68 99.89
9 99.93 99.93 99.97 99.93 99.93 99.93 99.93 99.55
Table 9: Statistical significance of diﬀerences in classification (Z) for the Pavia center data set. Each case of the table represents Zrc where r
is the row and c is the column.
Zrc
SVM & linear kernel SVM & Gaussian kernel
Raw PCA KPCA Raw PCA KPCA EMPPCA EMPKPCA
Linear
Raw 26.74 6.13 −2.07 15.15 7.87 −32.71 −34.26
PCA −26.74 −21.01 −27.71 −13.00 −19.70 −52.92 −54.27
KPCA −6.13 21.01 −9.45 12.19 2.38 −37.30 −40.23
Gaussian
Raw 2.07 27.71 9.45 18.9 13.30 −32.25 −35.36
PCA −15.15 13.00 −12.19 −18.91 −10.13 −45.78 −47.67
KPCA −7.78 19.70 −2.38 −13.30 10.13 −39.03 −42.41
EMPPCA 32.71 52.92 37.30 32.25 45.78 39.03 −2.90
EMPKPCA 35.26 54.27 40.23 35.36 47.67 42.41 2.90
As with the previous experiments, best accuracies are
achieved with the EMP, but also with the PCA, and nonlinear
SVM. The diﬀerence in the three classification is not
statistically significant, as can be seen from Table 11.
Regarding the class accuracies, the class 7, shadow, is
perfectly classifier only by EMPKPCA.
5.3.4. Discussion. As stated in the introduction, the first
objective of this paper was to assess the relevance of the
KPCA as a feature reduction tool for hyperspectral remote
sensing imagery. From the experiments with the linear SVM,
the classification accuracies are at least similar (one case) or
better (two cases) with the features extracted with KPCA thus
legitimizing KPCA as a suitable alternative to PCA. The same
conclusion can be drawn when the classification is done with
nonlinear SVM.
The second objective was to use the KPCs for the con-
struction of an EMP. Comparison with an EMP constructed
with PCs is significantly favorable to KPCA for two cases.
For the most diﬃcult data, the University Area, the OA
reaches 96.55% with EMPKPCA which is 4.5% more than with
EMPPCA. This results strengthen the use of KPCA against
PCA.
For the third data set, which contains non-Gaussian
noise, the KPCA clearly deals better with the noise than PCA.
Furthermore, a reasonable number of KPCs were extracted,
that is, 10 compared to 40 extracted with PCA.
In this paper, the Gaussian kernel was used for both the
KPCA and the nonlinear SVM. For the KPCA, the statistical
behavior of the data has justified this choice and for the
SVM previous experiments have shown that the Gaussian
kernel produce the best accuracies. However, when no or
little prior information is available from the data, the choice
of the kernel for the KPCA is not straightforward. A Gaussian
kernel is in general a good initial choice. However, the best
results are surely obtained with a more appropriate kernel.
The computational load for the KCPA is increased by
comparison to the PCA. Both involve matrix inversions
which are o(d3), where d is the number of variable for
the PCA and the number of samples for the KPCA; clearly
dPCA  dKPCA, for example, for the Washington DC data
set dPCA = 191 and dKPCA = 5000. Thus, even if the KPCA
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Table 10: Classification results for the Washington DC data set.
SVM & linear kernel SVM & Gaussian kernel
Feature Raw PCA KPCA Raw PCA KPCA EMPPCA EMPKPCA
Nb of features 103 40 11 103 40 11 360 99
OA 98.16 97.85 98.18 98.16 98.84 98.18 98.64 98.73
AA 98.89 95.95 97.20 96.89 97.65 97.20 98.02 99.39
κ 97.35 96.90 97.38 97.35 98.32 97.38 98.04 98.16
1 97.05 96.50 97.08 97.05 98.10 97.08 97.52 97.52
2 98.08 99.28 98.32 98.08 98.28 98.32 99.52 98.80
3 100 99.43 100 100 99.43 100 100 100
4 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
5 98.02 98.77 98.02 98.02 99.26 98.02 99.51 99.51
6 99.51 97.88 99.35 99.59 99.84 99.35 99.92 99.92
7 85.57 79.38 87.65 85.57 87.63 87.63 89.69 100
Table 11: Statistical Significance of Diﬀerences in Classification (Z) for the Washington DC data set. Each case of the table represents Zrc
where r is the row and c is the column.
Zrc
SVM & linear kernel SVM & Gaussian kernel
Raw PCA KPCA Raw PCA KPCA EMPPCA EMPKPCA
Linear
Raw 2.81 −0.57 0 −6.03 −0.57 −5.68 −6.78
PCA −2.81 −3.00 −2.81 −7.84 −3.00 −8.00 −7.98
KPCA 0.57 3.00 0.57 −5.81 0 −5.39 −6.63
Gaussian
Raw 0 2.81 −0.57 −6.03 −0.57 −5.68 −6.78
PCA 6.03 7.84 5.81 6.03 5.81 2.06 1.02
KPCA 0.57 3.00 0 0.57 5.81 −5.39 −6.63
EMPPCA 5.68 8.00 5.39 5.68 −2.06 5.39 −1.40
EMPKPCA 6.78 7.98 6.63 6.78 −1.02 6.63 1.40
involves a well-known matrix algorithm, the computational
load (both in terms of CPU and memory) is higher than with
the PCA.
6. Conclusions
This paper presents KPCA-based methods with application
to the analysis of hyperspectral remote sensing data. Two
important issues have been considered: (unsupervised fea-
ture extraction by means of the KPCA, (construction of
the EMP with KPCs. Comparisons were done with the
conventional PCA. Comparisons in terms of classification
accuracies with a linear SVM demonstrate that KPCA
extracts more informative features and is more robust to
the noise contained in the hyperspectral data. Classification
results of the EMP built with the KPCA significantly
outperforms those obtained with the EMP with the PCA.
Practical conclusions are that, where possible, the KPCA
should be used in preference to the PCA because the KPCA
extracts more useful features for the purpose of classification.
However, one limitation of the KPCA is its computational
complexity, related to the size of the kernel matrix, which can
limit the number of samples used. In our experiments, 5000
random samples were used leading to satisfactory results.
Our current investigations are oriented to nonlinear
independent component analysis, such as kernel ICA [47],
for the construction of the EMP and to a sparse KPCA in
order to reduce the complexity [48].
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